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Abstract. Turbulent characteristics of a reattached flow separated from a rib in an air flat channel were numerically
analyzed by RANS and LES methods. The both methods showed low pressure regions in corners formed by the rib and the
channel walls that caused a vorticity tube to be formed along the rib. Nevertheless in RANS, a reattached flow was identified as
two-dimensional with a velocity decreasing near the channel bottom wall. In LES, the low pressure regions caused transverse
and normal motions in the separation region that resulted in redistributions between velocity components, Reynolds stresses and
the velocity decrease near the channel bottom wall, i.e., the formation of three-dimensional reattached flow.
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Аннотация. Турбулентные характеристики присоединенного течения срывающегося с ребра в плоском воздушном
канале численно анализируются методами RANS (осредненные уравнения Рейнольдса) и LES (метод крупных вихрей).
Оба метода показали формирование симметричных зон низкого давления в углах, образованных ребром со стенками
канала. Эти зоны вызывали генерацию вихревой трубки вдоль длины ребра. Тем не менее, присоединенное течение
было идентифицировано в RANS как двумерное с уменьшением скорости у нижней стенки канала. Метод крупных
вихрей показал возникновение в отрывной зоне течений в поперечном и нормальном направлениях. Они приводили к
изменению соотношений между компонентами скорости и напряжений Рейнольдса, а также к снижению скорости присоединенного течения у нижней стенки канала, т. е. к формированию трехмерного течения.
Ключевые слова: возвратный турбулентный поток, ребро, LES, RANS, плоский канал
Для цитирования: Численный анализ присоединенного течения за ребром / Т. А. Баранова [и др.] // Докл. Нац.
акад. наук Беларуси. – 2018. – Т. 62, № 1. – С. 109–114.

Introduction. Separated flows are common in several engineering applications such as aircraft
wings, turbine and compressor blades, diffusers, buildings, suddenly expanding pipes, combustors, etc.
These flows drastically changed transport of momentum, heat and mass. Due to the fact, interest
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in separation control draws attention of researchers over decades. A flow, separated from a rib due to
a favorable pressure gradient, reattached the wall at some distance downstream, forming a separation
region. In earlier studies, the reattachment length of a separated flow was usually a primary parameter of
interest because in many cases it is desirable to make it as short as possible. With advances
in measuring techniques and discovery of the coherent structures influence on progress of the separation
region, main interest has been shifted to study structure variations caused by different sources
of separation [1–6]. To date, researchers are also concentrating on reattached parameters of separated
flows because they influence flow progress downstream.
Originally, a main source of information on transport processes in separated flows was experiment,
but with progress in computer facilities, numerical simulations became a powerful tool of research.
Nowadays, numerical methods allow getting characteristics of a three-dimensional flow with high
spatial resolution and, at the same time, visualizing a flow in different directions. Two methods – RANS
(Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) and LES (Large Eddy Simulation) – are mostly used in investigations.
Historically, RANS is the first method extensively applied to study flow characteristics, including
separated flows. The method is mostly suitable for studying steady flows, but separated flows are
unsteady. RANS showing a good correlation of integral parameters (velocity, reattachment length) with
experiment, shades structure features of flow. Developed very intensively over last decades LES permits
highlighting unsteady flow nature, but at the expense of computer resources and computation time.
The present study aims to show distinctions of the same reattached flow behind a rib, applying RANS
and LES.
RANS and LES simulations of two-dimensional laminar flows separated from a backward-facing
step were compared using OpenFoam [7]. For a lower Reynolds number (Re = 389), the RANS and LES
results were in a good correlation with experiment. For a higher Reynolds number (Re = 1000), the
RANS simulations were poor but the LES simulations showed a good agreement with experiment.
Subject of investigation. Investigations were carried out in an air flat channel, whose sizes
of a cross section (0.021 × 0.150 m (H × B)) were identical to the ones of the experimental setup described
elsewhere [1]. A rib of a height (∆) equal to 0.003 m with its thickness of 0.005 m was located across the
channel width, ahead of a back-facing step.
Simulation methods. A three-dimensional velocity field was computed by RANS using ANSYST
Fluent 18 and two models: k-Ω SST and k-ε with standard wall functions. LES computations were done
by OpenFOAM (Open Field Operation and Manipulation) using two eddy viscosity models: Smagorinsky
[8] and one-equation (oneEqEddy) [9]. The velocity and pressure fields were linked by a PIMPLE
(merged PISO-SIMPLE) algorithm.
In numerical computations, the developed velocity profile (power law of 1/7) was assigned at the
channel entrance. The Reynolds number based on the channel height and bulk velocity (U0 = 25 m/s)
was ReH = 36167. A turbulence intensity of 5 % was set for each velocity components.
The computational domains included the channel part before the rib as well as the length of the
recirculation zone behind the backward-facing step. In RANS, the domain was one meter in length with
a computational grid of 12000000 cells. In LES, the domain was shorter – 0.5 m and the grid had
2209500 cells.
Results. The experiment [10] showed that low pressure regions were generated in corners formed by
the rib and the channel sidewalls. The same regions were
identified by both numerical methods (fig. 1).
Fluid was sucked into these regions, which were the sources
of a vorticity tube formed along the rib, involved into the tube
and issued in the middle part of the channel.
Mean and turbulent characteristics were calculated at the
boundary of reattached flow for two heights 0.2∆, 0.5∆ and
in two cases: a) without rib; b) with rib.
RANS investigations. A longitudinal velocity profiles (Ux)
along the channel height and width were normalized by
Fig. 1. Vorticity tube behind a rib
a maximum velocity (Umax) in the channel center. The nume
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Fig. 2. Velocity and Reynolds stress distributions across the channel: a – along the height; b, c, d, e – along the width

rical profiles differed from the experimental one due to the asymmetry of the latter only near the lower
wall (fig. 2, a).
Because of the rib, the velocity decreased near the channel bottom (stronger in experiment) and
increased in the channel upper part. The velocity variation across the channel height did not influence
a two-dimensional character of the flow identified by the both models. Distributions of flow turbulent
characteristics across the channel were presented only for the k-ε model.
Small deviations from uniformity were observed for longitudinal and transverse velocity components
only near the sidewalls at a height of 0.5∆ as their response to the low pressure regions (fig. 2, b).
Reynolds stresses sensitive to structure transformations also showed rather uniform distributions
′
u x u ′y across the channel width at different heights (fig. 2, c). The stress u ′x u ′z was almost zero along the
channel width and the stress u ′y u ′z deviated from zero to the sidewalls and the stronger the larger is the
parameter h (fig. 2, d, e). But these deviations were more than by an order of magnitude smaller
in comparison with the stress u ′x u ′y .
Thus, the flow parameters changes at the boundary of the reattached flow due to the rib was shown
mostly only in the decreased velocity at the channel bottom wall as measured in experiment [1] and the
reattached flow remained two-dimensional.
LES investigations. In the channel without rib, the longitudinal velocity profiles computed by the
Smagorinsky and oneEqEddy models at the reattachment of the separated flow were more flat in the
channel central part and lower at the walls in comparison to the experimental and RANS ones (fig. 3, a).
Apparently, in LES, it was a result of a shorter computational domain. The velocity normalization was
the same as in RANS.
The Smagorinsky model showed a stronger velocity decrease near the wall due to the rib and
demonstrated a better qualitative agreement with experiment. It seems the distinctions in velocity profiles
were caused by a different reattached length of the separation regions behind the rib. When the
Smagorinsky model was used the region ended at 10∆ ahead of the step edge while this region calculated
by the One Equation model ended at 4∆ ahead of the step edge. The length of the last region was nearly
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Fig. 3. Velocity distributions along the height (a) and width (b, c) of the channel; Reynolds stress across the channel (d)
without rib; e) with rib

the same as the one calculated by RANS (k–ε model) so the analysis of flow characteristics across the
flow ahead of the step edge was done using the one EqEddy model.
In the channel without rib, the velocity field was two-dimensional: the velocity component Ux
uniformly distributed across the channel and others components were equal to zero. The rib caused the
velocity components Ux and Uz to increase strongly near the sidewalls in comparison with their values
in the channel center (fig. 3, c). The normal velocity (Uy) slightly decreased with increasing parameter h.
Small Reynolds stresses were distributed rather uniformly in the channel without rib, which is typical
for a two-dimensional flow (fig. 3, d). These stresses increased due to the rib by two orders of magnitude
and enhanced to the sidewalls, reflecting a three-dimensional flow structure (fig. 3, e).
The increase of the stresses u ′x u ′z and u ′y u ′z showed the growth of transverse and normal interactions
in the flow.

Fig. 4. Vorticity field across the channel at the reattachment position: a – channel without rib; b – channel with rib
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The vorticity ω x = (∂U z / ∂y –+ ∂U y / ∂z ) was generated mostly near the walls being almost zero
across the channel without rib (fig. 4, a).
The rib caused pairs of opposite-sign vortices to be formed near the channel bottom (fig. 4, b). The
vorticity intensity of these pairs was by an order of magnitude higher than the maximum vorticity in the
channel without rib. The generated vortices resulted in energy redistribution within the channel cross
section, which was shown in a longitudinal velocity decrease at the channel bottom.
Conclusions. Parameters of a reattached flow separated from a rib were documented by two
numerical methods: RANS and LES using different turbulence models: k–ε, k–Ω and Smagorinsky and
oneEqEddy respectively. The both methods showed a velocity decrease at the boundary of the reattached
flow, but in RANS, this flow was identified as two-dimensional, while in LES – as three-dimensional.
Acknowledgement. The study was made within the framework of Grants Т16Р-005 (BFFR) and 16-58-00018
(RFFR).
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